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ABSTRACT
Previous magnetostratigraphic studies in northern Pakistan provide a tightly
constrained temporal framework within which to analyze the sediment accurnulation history of the northwestern Ifimalayanforeland basin. Paleocurrent and provenance data indicate that a longitudinal drainage system flowing to the ESE persisted through much of the middle and late Miocene deposition. The subhorizontal
cross-sectional suMaces defined by the paleodrainage configurations provide a
reference frame for analyzing subsidence histories. Six magnetic sections in the
Potwar Plateau have been decompacted as a function of burial depth and lithology
to provide both accumulation and subsidence records. These records demonstrate
consistently higher amounts of accumulation and subsidence in the northern portions of the basin, but also indicate that events of tectonic loading were eqerienced
synchronously across the basin. Inflections in the curves of tectonically induced
subsidence suggest that an important interval of thrust loading began -11.5 Ma
and terminated -8 Ma.

INTRODUCTION
For more than one hundred ycus, geologists have recognized that historics of sediment
accumulation and basin subsidcnce can provide useful insights into thc tectonic controls on
basin development and into the gcornetrical evolution of the basin through timc. Until reccnlly,
however, detailcd analysis of subsidence histories has been inhibited by thrcc problcrns. First,
precise chronological data and reliablc time conlrol of the stratigraphic record have bccn
lirnitcd. Traditional reliance on paleontological data for time control has typically lirnitcd the
resolution of subsidence historics to sevcral millions of years due to uncertainties in biostratigraphic ages (Harland et. al., 1982). Second, post-depositional compaction of the sedimentary
pile has not usually been accounted for adequately. Since marine shalcs compact so much more
extensively than do typical sandstones (e.g., Van Hintc, 1978), failure to account for such
lithologically dependcnt variability leads to inaccurate reconstructions of subsidence histories.
Third, it has often becn difficult to dcfine the geometry of the former depositional surface
through time. Water depth, erosion, and depositional slope all need to be considered.
Solutions to parts or all of these problems are now available. First, markcdly improvcd

Fig. 1. A) Location map of the northwestern Himalayan foreland basins and adjacent mountain ranges. AC = AttockCherat Range; AT = Attock Thrust; C = Campbellpore; J = Jhelum; JR = Jhelum Re-entrant; M = Margala
Hills; MBT = Main Boundary Thurst; MMT = Main Mantlc Thrust; NS = Northwest Syntaxis; P = Peshawar;

B) Location map for sections studied in the Potwar Plateau region. See Fig. IA for location.

radiometric dating and magnetic polarity stratigraphy have increased the tcmporal resolution
that can be achieved in sedimentary sequences (Mankinen and Ddrymple, 1979; LaBrcquc et
al., 1977; Berggren et al., 1985). Second, techniqucs for realistic decompaction of the scdimentary pilc (Sclater and Christic, 1980; van Hinte, 1978; Steckler and Watts, 1978) allow us to
address problems causcd by post-depositional thickness changes. Third, new stratigraphic insights permit improved constraints to bc placed on the geometrical shapc of thc dcpositional
surface for each setting and time that is studied.
In this paper, we present results from subsidence analysis of the terrestrial molasse
strata of the northwestern Himalayan foreland basin (Fig. 1). Thcsc strata providc an cxccllcnt
setting in which to examine both changing patterns of subsidcncc through timc and the intcrrclationships between tectonics, rates of sedilncnt accumulation, and subsidcnce. Morc than a
dccadc of paleornagnetic rcsearch (Bamdt ct al., 1978; Opdyke et al., 1979; Johnson et al.,
1979, 1982, 1985; Raynolds, 1980; Tauxc and Opdyke , 1982) has gencratcd a wcalth of
chronologic data on the scdimcntary record of the Siwalik stram. Ranging in agc from 18-0 Ma,
the 40 magnctic sections presently availablc scrve to dcfine this succcssion of molassc scdimcnts as one of the best datcd forcland sequcnccs in the world. This abundance of chronologic
and stratigraphic data provide an extensive data base that can be utilizcd to dcvclop histories of
scdimcnt accumulation and subsidence. Ultimately, full utilization of this data basc should
pcrmit thc crcation of a highly detailed 3-dimensional analysis of the cvolution of the forcland
basin gcomctry through time.

METHODOLOGY
Decom paction

The primary input to the dccompaction and backstripping analyses consists of lithologic
and chronologic data dcrivcd from carlicr studics, c.g., Tauxe and Opdykc, 1982; Johnson ct
al., 1982, 1985. Mcasurcd stratigraphic thicknesses, agcs of magnetic boundaries, dcpth of
burial, and sand/silt ratios arc uscd to calculatc both changes of porosity with dcpth and original
scdimcnury thickncsscs (Sclater and Christie, 1980) prior to compaction during burial, i.e.,
"prccompactcd instanlancous accumulation" pig. 2). Thc slopc of cach scgmcnt of thc rcsulting curve (Fig. 2) is proportional to the ratc of sediment accumulation during deposition.
Bccausc all the underlying scdimcnts below thc surhcc are compacting whilc deposition is
occurring, stacking of thc individual decompacted packages docs not provide an accurate
picturc of total sediment accumulation. Howcvcr, by normalizing thc instantancous curve to thc
observed, compacted thickness, it is possible to locatc more accurately the position of thc
inflcction points in the sediment-accumulationhistory and to exarninc relative ralcs of sediment
accumulation. Moreover, the ins~ntancousratcs calculated by this mcthod provide uscful insights in to significant changes in the accumulation history.
Establishing a reference frame
Bcfore scdimcnt accumulation can be converted into a subsidcncc history, it is ncccssary to dctcrminc the gcomctry of the dcpositional surface. Two contrasting configurations that
could result from addition of a ncw packet of scdiment to a prcviously formed forcland basin
can function as cnd mcmbers oT a continuum of possible geometries. Initially, we assumc a
scdimcnt-fillcd forcland basin created by crush1 flexurc due to a thrust load (Fig. 3A). A new
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Fig, 2. A) Sedhent accumulation curves showing the potential effects of li~hologyon decompaction. Because shales
compac? more than sandstone, inflections in the compacted sediment accumulation curve do not necessarily rgflect actual changes in rata, Increases in compacted accumulatfon rates, such as at 5.7 Ma, may
a&ally represent decreases in the rate whan decompacled.
B) Subsidence curves for the hypothotical curve in Fig. 2A. 500 meters of strata younger than 4.1 Ma are
, inverted, precornpacted instantaneous accumulation curve
assumed to have been erosionally ~ m o v e dThe
i s normalized to the total actual thickness (2.1 km plus 0.5 km of eroded straw) in order to generate a
realistic depiction of basin subsidence. A tcctonic component of subsidence is required if the isostatic
subsidence caused by the added sediment load is insufficient to accommodate the observed sediment
thickness. If the depositional surface remains at the same altitude through time, then tectonic subsidence
p i l l amount to about 27% of the total subsidence.
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Fig. 3. A) Starting point for different depositional geometries. A foreland basin has resulted from thrust loading and is
filled with sediments to a horizontal datum.

B) Progradational wedge model. Sediment accumulation occurs upon a depositional slope which tilts toward
distal basin margin and fluvial system flows at high angles to the basin's structural axis. Vertically
hachured area represents basement subsidence caused by this depositional geometry.

C) Aggradational wedge model. Sediment accumulation takes place on surfaces of very low slope with fluvial
systems flowing at low angles to the basin's structural axis.

D)A progradational model wilh sediment also prograding from the peripheral bulge. This will also generate an
axial drainage if the isostatic subsidencc caused by the added sediment load is inadequate to accommodate
the observcd sediment thickness.

impulse of sediments could be distributed in two different ways. First, if a wedge of sediments
progradcs across thc foreland, h e upper surface or the wedge, i.e., the depositional surface, has
a topographic s l o p from the proximal toward the distal sidc of the basin (Fig. 38). In the
second case, an equal thickness of sediment is added to the foreland, but it accumulates as an
aggradational wedge and never develops a significant topographic slope across thc basin (Fig.
3C). There is a distinctive contrast in the subsidence of the basin that would be expected in
each of these two scenarios. Due to the growth of a topographic wedge in the Formcr case, a
volumelrically identical sediment input will reduce thc magnitude of basin subsidcnce in comparison to a bas in with a horizontal depositional surface.
How can we distinguish between these two possibilitics in the geologic record? Clearly,
where progradation has occurred, a transverse drainagc system across the basin from the mountain front should be present, and a longitudinal river, if any, should be located against the
peripheral bulgc. In the casc of aggrada.tion, a longitudinal drainage systcrn that "wanders"
frccly on the subhorizontal depositional surface should be present, such that a diverse ,may of
palcoc urrent directions should be obscrved from studics of isochronous strata. Paleocurrcnt
directions collccted in the Siwaliks from stratal packets that arc 10.5 and 9.0 Ma old (Tig. 4)
clcarly indicate the presence of a longitudinal drainage system flowing from west to east across
thc Potwar Plateau (Beck et al., 1987). Thcre is, however, condsiderable scattcr in the data as
predicted for a loosely consb-ained,longitudinal river flowing across a subhorizontal surface.
The presence of a longitudinal drainage system, however, does not by itself prcclude thc
possibility that progradation has occurrcd on a large scale across the foreland basin. If extensive
progradation also occurs oTf the periphcrd bulge (Beaumont, 1981), a longitudinal drainage
systcrn could develop in h c low trough between the two topographically inclined depositional
surfaccs (Fig. 3D). Can thesc two possibilities for cnating longitudinal drainages be differentiatcd? One test would be to examinc provenance of the sedirncnts that are bcing accumulated
within the foreland basin. In an aggradational modcl with a subhorizonla1 surface, scdimcnts
with a provenance derived from thc orogcnic belt should be distributcd across the entirc foreland, whcreas in the topographically constrained modcl (Fig. 3D), sedimcnts from the orogcn
should be distributcd only as far as thc longitudinal river system, whcrcupon sediments dcrivcd
from thc pcriphcral bulge or the craton should accumulate along the disQl portions of Ihc basin.
Recent research on the detrital zircons in the Siwaliks (Cerveny ct al., 1988) has provided
unequivocal evidence that sediments at the feather edge of the foreland basin, where onlap of
the pre-molasse cover was occurring 18 Ma, werc derived from Lhc Himalayan orogen. This
Himalayan provenance persists throughout the filling of the forcland basin from 18 Ma until at
least 7 Ma. Therefore, we conclude that the depositional surface was subhorizontal, that the
longitudinal drainage system was looscly constrained, and that, because this system wandcred
frccly across the foreland, sediments derived from the Himalayan Range werc dcpositcd throughout the forcland basin during nearly the entire depositonal history.
Subsidence Histories
If we accept that there was a subhorizontal topographic surface, and ignore the effects
of compaction of the sediment Iying bencath the rnolasse sediments, thcn it is possible to
construct a subsidence history for cach of the magnetic polarity sections, Once a reference
surfacc is established, e.g., a pcrsistcnt sub-horizontal depositional surface, normalized sedimcnt-accumulation histories can be directly converted to subsidcnce histories by equating accu-
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Fig. 4. Paleocurrent data collected from large-scale (Am width) trough cross-strata exposed on dipslopes at A) 9.0 Ma
and B) 10.5 Ma.

mulated thicknesses with the amount of basin subsidence that is required to accommodate these
sediments relative to the reference surface. If it is also assumed that the depositional surface did
not vary significantly in its altitude during sedimentation, then it is possible also to calcute the
contribution to subsidence of sediment loading versus tectonic loading. Standard equations for
Airy isostatic compensation (Sclater and Christie, 1980; Turcotte and Schubert, 1982) are
inappropriate to use in a terrestrial foreland basin, because seawater is not being displaced.
Therefore, the subsidence due to sediment loading is simply defined as
Ssed. load = Stotal (ps/pm),
where S = subsidence, pm = mantle density, and ps = sediment density. The differencebetween
total subsidence (Stotal) and subsidence due to sediment loading (Ssed. load) is attributed to
tectonic loading of the foreland. If ps = 2.4 gr/cm3 and pm = 3.3 gr/cm3, then the tectonic
component amounts to 27% of the toral subsidence (Johnson et al., 1984). When the tectonically driven component of subsidence is separated from total subsidence, it permits an evaluation of the timing of important tectonic loading events that modified the pattern of subsidence.

RESULTS
In the following analysis, three assumptions are made. First, the correlation of the local
magnetostratigraphies with the magnetic time scale is assumed to be reliable. Second, based on
observations concerning both provenance and the geometry of the fluvial system, a subhorizontid cross-sectional surface is assumed to have been maintained during deposition. Third, further
compaction of the rocks underlying the Siwaliks is assumed to be negligible. Given these assumptions, it is then possible to construct a subsidence history for each of the magnetic polarity
sections. Initially, sediment-accumulation plots were developed for each dated sequence (Figs.
5 and 6). Based on the assumptions previously described, these accumulation histories were
converted to records of subsidence showing three components: a curve of depth-versus-time
based on the compacted, presently observable sedimentary thicknesses; a curve of depth-vstime based on normalized decompacted thicknesses; and a curve of tectonic subsidence-versustime (Figs. 7 and 8).

When we compare the subsidence curves from Gabir on the south with Khaur on the
north (Figs. 7 and 8), there is a large difference in both the total observed thicknesses and
depths, as well as in the amount of tectonically induced subsidence. One might ask whether the
strong contrast between the Gabir and Khaur represents part of coherent pattern in which there
is fairly simple north-to-south flexure of the foreland basin, or whether these are parts of a
much more complicated geometrical pattern. We can begin to address this question by comparing the accumulation and subsidence histories from numerous localities along the northern and
southern margins of the Potwar Plateau. Comparable histories of sediment accumulation are
seen in the northern sections of Khaur and Kas Dovac (Fig. 9). Data from four additional
sections in the south at Bhaun, Tatrot-Andar, Kotal Kund, and Jalalpur Fig. 1) also show a
rathersimilar pattern of subsidence between 11.5 and 6 Ma (Fig. 9). Sediment-accumulation
rates are comparable between sections and inflections in the s u b s i a E c F c ~ s a p p e ~ t o b ~
generally synchronous. The magnitude of both the subsidence and sediment accumulation in
the southern areas is, however, considerably less than that observed in the northern sections.
These contrasts suggest that there is indeed a coherent pattern of flexure from north to south
across the foreland and that the southern localities have experienced considerably less subsidence than the northern localities.
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Fig. 5. Sediment accumulation versus time curves for Chittaparwala-Gabir.The compacted accumulation curve represents the apparent distribution plotted from magnetic stratigraphies after correlation with the magnetic polarity
time scale (MPTS) (Johnson et al., 1982, 1985; Tauxe and Opdyke, 1982). The precompacted instantaneous,
accumulation versus time curve results from the decompaction of each polarity interval to zero overburden.
The.decompacted sediment thicknesses are then stacked to reconstruct the history of average rates of net
sediment accumulation at or near the sediment surface before compaction. The instantaneous accumulation
curves do not represent incremental reconstructions of basin geohistory or basin depth or thickncss. The slope
of each segment represents apparent accumulation rate.
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Fig. 6. Sediment accumulation versus time for Khaur. Note the greater thicknesses at Khaur than at Gabir (Fig. '5).
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Fig. 7. Basin depth versus time cuwes for Chittaparwaua-Gabir. Data from Johnson et al., (1982, 1985); Tauxe and
Opdyke (1982). Compacted basin depth calculated from observed magnetostratigraphies. Decornpacrion was
canied out according to the method of Sclater and Christie (1980). Normalized decompacted basin depth
curves are scaled to the present stratigrahic thickness of the basin, the beginning and ending points of these
curves are coincident with those of compacted curves when basin histories are cornplcte. Tectonic subsidence
curves are calculated following the method of Johnson et al., (1983). The stippled arca marks an interval of accelerated tectonic subsidence.
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Fig. 8. Basin depth versus time cuwes for Khaur. Despite contrasts in absolute thicknesses. both Khaur and Gabir
show very similar subsidence histories.

DISCUSSION
Models of flexural loading in foreland basins (Beaumont, 1981; Flemings and Jordan,
1987) indicate that, when an elastic plate is loaded, the maximum subsidence should occur
beneath and adjacent to the load, and there should be a smooth decrease in the amount of
subsidence until the peripheral bulge, an area of positive relief, is reached along the disd
margin of the basin. Most models assume that the plate is unbroken and is uniformly s~ong.
Depending on the coupling across fractures in a broken plate, the predicted smooth curve may
be interrupted by fault-controlled steps. In such cases, the foreland basin may be dominated by
"sccond-order" features, e.g., DeCelles, 1984. The very large scale swficial homogeneity that is
displayed by the Himalayan forehnd basin along the entire length of the range suggesrs that
fairly uniform, strong crust is being flexed by Himalayan thrust loading. Therefore, despite the
decreasing amount of the distal basin margin, flexural models predict that a pulse of tectonically induced subsidence should be experienced synchronously across the basin in response to
thrust loading. If we compare the tectonic subsidence from Gabir on the south and Khaur on the
north (Figs. 7 and 8), we can see that, whereas there is a predicted large difference in the
absolute amount of subsidence the timing of the inflections in the curves toward a more rapid
rate of subsidence is similar. These data suggest that a major episode of loading began around
11.5 Ma and that this caused a deepening of the foreland basin. Because Gabir and Khaur lie on
a line that is essentially perpendicular to the orogenic front, it is possible to construct a basinslope history that derives from the contrasting subsidence records fm these two sites. Through
consideration of common time points in the two magnetic polarity stratigraphies for these
sequences and by hanging the subsidence curves on the same horizontal, depositonal surface
for the two sequences, changes in the basement slope through time can be examined (Fig. 10).
Thc rcsults indicate that between 14 and 8 Ma there is both a progressive increase in the dip of
the basement slope toward the north and a subtle inflection that occurs between 11.5 and 10.5
Ma in response to tectonic loading. Around 8 Ma, several sections show a decrease in the rate
of sediment accumulation and subsidence (Figs. 5-9). Theoretical models of foreland basin
evolution (Flemings and Jordan, 1987) suggest that when rates of erosive attack on a thrusted
mass (i.e., the tectonic load) exceed the rate of growth of the load, subsidence rates in the
forcland basin should diminish. Based on these models, the rate decrease observed at -8 Ma
may delineate the termination of the thrusting that began -1 1.5 Ma.
CONCLUSIONS
Within the detailed temporal framework provided by magnetic stratigraphies, the geometry of former depositional surfaces in the Himalayan foreland of northern Pakistan has been
reconstructed using paleocurrent and provenance data. In the region of thc Potwar Plateau there
appears to have been a persistent, semi-horizontal depositonal surface along which a longitudinal, but laterally shifting, drainage system developed during the middle and late Miocene.
Based on burial depths, magnetostratigraphic ages, and lithologic charicteristics, decompaction
of several Miocene sequences has been used to develop more reliable subsidence and sediment
accumulation histories than has heretofore been possible. coherent patterns of sbbsidence are
present at the subregional scale, whereas strong contrasts exist from north to south across the
foreland basin. Despite contrasts in absolute amount of subsidence, there appears to be a
synchronous response to tectonic loading as reflected by isochronous inflection points in the
tectonic subsidence curves at -1 1.5 Ma and 8 Ma.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of precompacted instantaneous accumulation for selected sections along the margins of the Potwar
Plateau. Coherent record are eGdent in both the north and south, but there are distinct contrasts between the
two groups. All sections exhibit a sle-uing in sediment accumulation at -8 Ma
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Fig. 10. Potwar basement slope history calculated from decompacted magnetostratigraphies normalized to total basin
depth at Khaur (north) and Chittaparwalla-Gabir (south). The dewmpacted magnetostratigiaphies are hung
upon quasi-horizontal depositional surfaces documented by paleocutrent and provenance data. The stippled
area marks an inflection in the basement slope curves, and at -8 Ma, the rate of change in slope decreases.

These analyses are supportive of flexural models for foreland basin development in
which an asymmetrically subsiding basin is created by tectonic loading during thrusting and in
which subsidence-related responses to loading vary in magnitude but not in timing in different
localities within the basin. The specific results shown here suggest a major episode of thrusting
in northern Pakistan commenced at -11.5 Ma and that erosion began to exceed the rate of
thrusting by -8 Ma, such that mean rates 6f subsidence diminished at this time.
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